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10.6 Solenoid valves

Type 3962 
EEx d

Type 3701 
Ex ia, Ex nA

Type 3963 
Ex ia, Ex nA

Type 3962 
EEx em

Type 3965 
Solenoid Valve Island

Type 3964 
Pilot Valves
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Solenoid valves are among the most frequently used control valve accessories. They 
are integrated into the fitted pipes of the pneumatic actuator and fulfill versatile tasks 
depending on required procedures, safety regulations or other factors. The solenoid valve 
often represents the only interface between the pneumatically operated control valve and 
the electric control system where as other devices, as e.g. positioner or signal transducer 
might be completely omitted. This is, above all, the case in discontinuous operations 
(batch-processes), where the control valve is for part of the time either open or closed. 
Intermediate valve positions are usually not required for these applications.

Safety aspects and so-called override functions play a special role in the application 
of solenoid valves. The control philosophy of gas burners, for instance, must ensure that 
the control valve is closed in a very short time if the flame safeguard system detects that 
the flame has extinguished, otherwise the danger of an explosion exists should there be 
a subsequent ignition. This special task, for instance, cannot be handled by an electro-
pneumatic positioner.

Instead of the positioner a three-way solenoid valve is used. This solenoid valve changes 
over within a few milliseconds. In such a case, the solenoid valve shuts off the air to the 
positioner and ejects the compressed air inside the actuator housing, via an enlarged 
outlet fitting, into the atmosphere. This enables the final control element to close in less 
than a second (Figure 10.6.-1).
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1  p/p positioner

2  Limit switch

3  3/2-way solenoid valve

4  Supply pressure regulator

5  Air supply

w Reference variable

x Controlled variable

y Output variable

Figure 10.6.-1: Example of a piping plan for a control valve with a three-way solenoid valve

In addition to a precise description of the desired functions of the solenoid valve, a further 
series of features of interest are to be noted, as expressed in the unique control valve 
data sheet in accordance with IEC 60534, part 7. Air connections and free cross-sectional 
area are key for the air supply volume of the device. A specific time for closing or opening 
of the control valve is often required. This can only be guaranteed if a correctly calculated 
solenoid valve is chosen. The filter-regulator, the connecting tubes and of course the 
selected adapter fittings play an important role. Electrical data such as supply voltage, 
power consumption, frequency and the type of explosion protection have to be specified. 
These data often depend on the requirements of the user and/or local regulations and 
approval authorities.
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10.6.1. Function
Solenoid valves are the interfaces between the electric control level and the pneumatic 
actuator. SAMSOMATIC solenoid valves provide high reliability at a low power 
consumption. Due to their minimal power consumption, they can even be controlled using 
intrinsically safe fieldbus systems. Our proven product line offers a wide variety of tailor-
made versions for any application.
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Figure 10.6.1.-1: Solenoid valve with diaphragm element as booster valve (Kvs 0.16)

10.6.1.1 Solenoid valves with single actuation
The solenoid valves consist of an E/P binary converter A   with manual override B  (optional) 
and a single actuated booster valve C  with return spring (Figure 10.6.1.-1).

The booster valve C  supplies the E/P binary converter internally with the supply air 
(delivery state). Rotating a flat gasket allows the E/P binary converter to be supplied with 
external air supply via connection 1.

The pressure reducer reduces the air supply pressure to 1.4 bar.

In the normal position the flapper ② is lifted off the outlet nozzle ① by the spring ③. As a 
result, a pressure lower than the switch-off pressure of the booster valve C  builds up in 
the pressure divider that consists of the restriction ⑥ and the outlet nozzle ①.

When the solenoid ④ is energized by an electrical binary signal, the outlet nozzle ① is 
closed by the flapper ② against the force of the spring ③. As a result, the pressure in 
the pressure divider rises above the switch-on pressure of the booster valve C , thus 
switching it to the operating position.

After de-energizing the electrical binary signal, the booster valve C  will be switched to the 
normal position by a return spring.
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